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rds dynamic structures of iron and
iron carbide and their effects on the activity of the
Fischer–Tropsch process†

Qiang Yin,ac Hanqing Wang,*bc Jinping Zhao,b Chengjun Lib and Yu Mao *d

The Fe-based Fischer–Tropsch synthesis (FTS) catalyst shows a rich phase chemistry under pre-treatment

and FTS conditions. The exact structural composition of the active site, whether iron or iron carbide (FeCx),

is still controversial. Aiming to obtain an insight into the active sites and their role in affecting FTS activity, the

swarm intelligence algorithm is implemented to search for themost stable Fe(100), Fe(110), Fe(210) surfaces

with different carbon ratios. Then, ab initio atomistic thermodynamics and Wulffman construction were

employed to evaluate the stability of these surfaces at different chemical potentials of carbon. Their FTS

reactivity and selectivity were later assessed by semi-quantitative micro-kinetic equations. The results

show that stability, reactivity, and selectivity of the iron are all affected by the carbonization process

when the carbon ratio increases. Formation of the carbide, a rather natural process under experimental

conditions, would moderately increase the turnover frequency (TOF), but both iron and iron carbide are

active to the reaction.
Introduction

As one of the most important catalytic processes in industry,
Fischer–Tropsch synthesis (FTS) converts synthesis gas (CO +
H2) into a wide spectrum of long-chain hydrocarbons and
oxygenates.1 Four transition metals, namely Fe, Co, Ni, and Ru,
have been used in catalyzing the FTS; however, only Fe and Co
are industrially feasible because the methane selectivity on Ni is
undesirably high, and the resources of Ru are rather limited.2

Both Fe and Co are suitable for low-temperature FTS (473–513
K) while only Fe is used at high temperature (573–623 K).3 In
recent years, Fe-based FTS catalysts have attracted increasing
attention from researchers owing to their lower price, higher
resistance to contaminants, and higher activity of the water–gas
shi (WGS) reaction.4,5

The Fe-based FTS catalyst shows a rich phase chemistry
under pretreatment and FTS conditions.6 Industrially, small
iron oxide crystallites (e.g. hematite, a-Fe2O3) are rstly reduced
to magnetite (Fe3O4) irrespective with H2, CO, or their mixture
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during the pre-treatment, and the catalyst then converts to
a mixture of carbides, oxides, and metallic iron depending on
the pre-treatment conditions.2,7–11 Among the mixture, iron
oxides, especially Fe3O4, are reported to be active for WGS
reaction, while metallic iron and iron carbides are known for its
ability to dissociate C–O bond at room temperature, thus re-
ported to be active for FTS.2,12,13 Experimentally, it is found that
FTS activity increases with the extent of Fe3O4 conversion into
iron carbides;14–16 therefore, many researchers argue that the
carbide is the active phase and responsible for high FTS
activity.4,10,17–19 Among them, Hägg iron carbide (c-Fe5C2) is the
most common one and has been investigated
extensively.7,10,11,15,20–23 In addition, other carbides surfaces, with
the atomic ratio of C to Fe ranged from 0.33 to 0.50 (Fe2C,
Fe2.2C, Fe3C, Fe7C3, etc.), have also been studied.14,24–27

However, most of these studies28–30 are based on comparing
energy barriers of elementary steps on some facets of pure Fe
and Fe carbide, without investigating their relative stability and
overall micro-kinetics. In addition, the exact mechanism to
produce hydrocarbons over iron carbide phases is largely
unknown. Therefore, the exact structural composition of the
active phase and the role of these phases are still controversial
due to the limitations of in situ characterization of the cata-
lyst.2,14 Claims of catalytic activity of Fe3O4,31–33 pure Fe,16,34,35

and iron carbides26,36,37 in FTS are all found in previous studies.
From the Mössbauer emission spectroscopy (MES), Nie-
mantsverdriet et al.34 found that the carbides can only be
observed in coexistence with pure Fe or just aer it disappeared.
Therefore, the carbide during FTS may be a poorly dened
intermediate between pure Fe and known carbide structures.
© 2023 The Author(s). Published by the Royal Society of Chemistry
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The working catalyst is likely to be a mixture of amorphous
regions, in which the surface composition may differ from the
bulk.2,11,38

In addition to rich phase chemistry, FTS is also regarded as
one of the most complicated catalytic system owing to two facts:
(i) there are scores of – if not hundreds of – elementary reactions
interconnected with each other in FTS mechanism; (ii) both
reactivity and selectivity should be considered since the reaction
is aiming for long-chain hydrocarbon, rather than by-product
methane. Generally, there are three types of mechanisms
proposed in the literature:3,39 the carbene mechanism,40 the
hydroxyl-carbene mechanism,41 and the CO-insertion mecha-
nism.42 Supported by plenty of theoretical and experimental
evidences,43–45 the carbene mechanism is the most popular
among them.1,46–49 In this mechanism, CO adsorbs dis-
sociatively into C and O on the surface, C then sequentially
hydrogenated to give C1 (CHx, x = 1–3) species, and O gets
removed from the surface as water. Aer that, the C1 species can
either be further hydrogenated to formmethane, or couple with
another C1, resulting in C2 species (CHx–CHy, x, y = 0–3).
Similar hydrogenation and coupling processes continue to give
long-chain hydrocarbons.50–52

In such a complicated catalytic reaction system, a lack of
deep understanding of the active phase composition and cor-
responding reaction pathways greatly limits the design of better
Fe-based FTS catalysts. Several questions remain to be
addressed: (i) what is the inuence of the reactions conditions
on the dynamic structure of iron surfaces; (ii) what is the origin
of the high activity, as claimed in many literature, of iron
carbides;50,53 (iii) what is the actual composition of the active
phase during FTS. In this study, swarm intelligence algorithm54

was implemented to search Fe(100), Fe(110), Fe(210) surfaces
with different carbon ratios, which extends well beyond the
current literature that focus on investigating a specic type of
iron or carbide phase. It is perhaps more close to the realistic
FTS system since the catalyst activity is determined by the
nature of the surface phase rather than the bulk phase
composition.38 Then, the stability of these surfaces was evalu-
ated by ab initio atomistic thermodynamics and Wulffman
construction55–57 at different reaction conditions. Their FTS
reactivity and selectivity were later semi-quantitively assessed by
a micro-kinetic model developed by Chen et al.46,58–60 and
a general discussion was addressed on these results.

Methods

All calculations in the paper were carried out with the Perdew–
Burke–Ernzerhof61 functional using Vienna ab initio simulation
package (VASP).62,63 The project-augmented wave (PAW) method
was used to represent the core–valence interaction.64,65 For the
calculations of total energy, a cut-off energy of 450 eV was set for
plane wave basis sets to expand the valence electronic states.
Spin polarization was included for all calculations to obtain an
accurate description of magnetic systems. The values of
magnetic moments of each layer by our calculation agree well
with previous results.66 For example, the magnetic moments of
rst and second layer atoms of Fe(110) are 2.61 and 2.36 mB,
© 2023 The Author(s). Published by the Royal Society of Chemistry
respectively, very close to 2.59 and 2.35 mB in the work of Kresse
et al.67 The agreement veries the rationality of our computa-
tional setting. Also, the PBE functional have been extensively
used in similar studies.68–70 We have also tested the CO
adsorption energy using different functionals, namely PBEsol
and RPBE, and shows similar trends as that of PBE functional.

To obtain the free energy of species, some standard formulas
of statistical mechanics were used to calculate the zero point
energy (ZPE), thermal energy, and entropy derived from parti-
tion functions71,72 (see Section SI-1 in the ESI† for detailed
equations). The Brillouin zone was sampled with a k-point mesh
of 4 × 4 × 1 for Fe(100), 4 × 3 × 1 for Fe(110), and 3 × 4 × 1
Fe(210) (see Section SI-2 in the ESI† for the illustrations of
surface models and their cell parameters). Upper half of
substrate layers and adsorbates were fully relaxed until the
forces were lower than 0.05 eV Å−1 while the lower half of
substrate layers were xed. The adsorption energy of X is
dened as:

EX
ad = E(X/substrate) − E(substrate) − E(X) (1)

where E(X/substrate), E(substrate), and E(X) are the free energies of X
adsorbed on the substrate, the substrate, and X in the gas
phase, respectively. The more negative of EIad is, the more
strongly the species binds with the substrate. The transition
states (TS) are determined by a constrained optimization
scheme,73,74 which are veried until (i) all forces on atoms
vanish; and (ii) the total energy reaches maximum along the
reaction coordination but minimum with respect to the rest of
the degrees of freedom.

The most stable structures of Fe(100), Fe(110), and Fe(210)
with different ratio of surface carbon are obtained using the
swarm intelligence algorithm implemented in CALYPSO,75,76

which is an effective tool to search for the global minimum of
structures for many different systems77–80 In CALYPSO, swarm
intelligence, specically the particle swarm optimization (PSO)
algorithm, is employed to predict the crystal structures of
materials based on their chemical compositions. The PSO
algorithm is best-known for its ability to conquer large barriers
of energy landscapes by making use of the swarm intelligence
and by self-improving structures. This this study, it is used to
search the potential energy landscape of the surface.81

For these surface models, 20 generations with 16 individuals
in each generation are optimized during the structure evolu-
tion. Lower two layers are xed as Fe bulk while top two layer are
generated by CALYPSO by specifying the number of Fe and C
atoms. All other parameters are default values of CALYPSO
surface evolution. Furthermore, ab initio thermodynamics82–84

was employed to evaluate the surface energy g of iron carbide
surfaces at experimental conditions:7,14

g(T, P) = [Gsur(T, P, NFe, NC) − NFemFe(T, P)

− NCmC(T, P)]/2A (2)

where NFe and NC are the number of Fe and C atoms; mFe and mC

represent their chemical potential, respectively. Gsur stands for
the free energy of the surfaces and A is the area of the surface in
RSC Adv., 2023, 13, 34262–34272 | 34263
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the unit cell. In this study, bulk bcc Fe was used for reference
energy of atomic Fe, and Gsur was calculate directly from DFT
total energy since the vibrational contribution to the surface
free energy is neglectable (less than 3% at 500 K).7,20 It should be
noted that the ab initio thermodynamics evaluate the stability at
equilibrium state, which do not take the kinetic factor into
account.

The crystal morphology of iron carbide is obtained from
Wulffman construction,55–57 which is the standard method for
determining the equilibrium shape of bulk crystals by mini-
mizing its orientation-dependent surface free energy for a given
enclosed volume.85,86 It offers a simple and rigorous way to
describe the shape of nanoparticles by the surface energies of
some (hkl) faces and the point group of the material.87
Results and discussion
Carbide surfaces obtained from CALYPSO

Fig. 1 illustrate the structures and relative energies of Fe(110)
surface with different carbon ratio from 1 to 5 (results of Fe(100)
and Fe(210) can be found in Section SI-3 in the ESI†). As shown
in Fig. 1a and b a four-layer model was built for pure Fe(110)
surface. In CALYPSO, the bottom two layers are xed while the
2nd layer is allowed to relax. The rst layer is generated
randomly by swarm intelligence algorithm along with a certain
number of C atoms (one to ve). Aer optimization, the most
stable structures and their relative energies are displayed in
Fig. 2 and 1c, respectively. This simulation method aligns
closely with experimental observations. Aer pre-treatment,
Fig. 1 (a) Top view and (b) front view of Fe(110) slab model. (c) Energ
represents the carbon ratio from 1 to 5, and Y axis stands for the relative en
horizontal lines in schemes represent iron layers, while the red crosses s
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iron carbides form on the exterior of Fe3O4 or Fe crystallites,
resulting in an enveloping core structure.10,88

In Fig. 2, the C atom tends to stay above the surface; for
Fe(110)-1C, the energy of the structure with a surface C atom is
∼0.4 eV lower than that of the structure with a subsurface C.
However, when there are more than three C atoms, two or three
of them will diffuse to sub-surfaces due to the large repulsion
between surface atoms. For Fe(110)-3C, the energy of the
structure with all surface C is ∼0.08 eV lower than the second
stable one; while the energy of the Fe(110)-4C with four surface
C, on the other hand, is ∼0.1 eV higher than the most stable
one. Similar conclusions can be made for Fe(100) and Fe(210)
surfaces. In Fig. S1 and S2,† C atoms diffuse into sub-surfaces in
4C and 5C structures for both Fe(100) and Fe(210). It should be
noted that for Fe(210)-5C, the most stable structure is the
carbon deposit, which is reasonable since the deposit is easier
to grow on the step facets.72 It is well recognized that the C
deposits (e.g. coke, graphitic carbon, and amorphous carbon)
on the surface will lead to the deactivation;2,34,37,89 therefore, in
this study, any structure with two or more C atoms link together
on the surface is regarded inactive, and the second most stable
one of Fe(210)-5C is adopted for further activity analysis. It
should be noted that those linking C atomsmay be an artifact of
the small size of the system. The more detailed examination of
coke formation and its stability as the carbon ratio increases
(e.g. employing large slab size for global optimization) is our
future research endeavors.

Generally, iron surfaces show a variety of structures under
different carbon concentration. Starting from the upper surface,
y distribution and schematic illustration of carbide structures. X axis
ergy difference in eV, where the lowest one is set to be zero. The black
tand for carbon atoms.

© 2023 The Author(s). Published by the Royal Society of Chemistry



Fig. 2 (a–e) Top and (f–j) front views of the most stable Fe(110) surfaces with one to five C, respectively. Black balls represent C and purple balls
stand for Fe.
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the C would gradually penetrate the bulk into sub-surfaces
when the number of C atoms accumulates, forming the
carbide structure as observed in the experiments.90 For carbide
with one or two C, structures with low energy are quite sparse
and the most stable one prevails among all. When the number
of C atoms increase, however, surface structures become more
exible, and many of them are with similar stability.

Stability of carbide surfaces in the reaction conditions

The pretreatment conditions such as the ratio of reduction
gases (H2/CO), temperature, and pressure have signicant
effects on the stability of iron carbide surfaces.7,9 These
complicated factors can be lumped to one variable mC,7 the
chemical potential of carbon, which can be used to evaluate
surface energy g under experimental conditions.7,14,24,91 Using
eqn (2), the ab initio thermodynamics stability for carbide
surfaces of Fe(100), Fe(110), and Fe(210) from 1C to 5C are
plotted in Fig. 3. In this gure and following discussion, we use
the total energy of a carbon atom (EC) as the reference, i.e., DmC
= mC − EC. Considering the carbide formation reaction involved
Fig. 3 Ab initio thermodynamics stability for carbide surfaces of Fe(100
potential of carbon, DmC, and Y axis is the surface energy in J m−2. The

© 2023 The Author(s). Published by the Royal Society of Chemistry
in synthesis gas (CO + H2/ C(Fe) + H2O), mC is obtained by: mC=
mCO + mH2

− mH2O, which can be expanded into:

mcðT ;PÞ ¼
�
ECO þ mCO

�
T ;Pq

�þ kBln

�
PCO

Pq

��

þ
�
EH2

þ mH2

�
T ;Pq

�þ kBln

�
PH2

Pq

��

�
�
EH2O þ mH2O

�
T ;Pq

�þ kBln

�
PH2O

Pq

��
(3)

The partial pressures of the gas-phase constituents are
determined by considering reaction conditions (more details in
Table S9† of ref. 7). At low H2/CO ratio (from 1 : 10 to 2.5 : 1),DmC
hardly changes and the maximum value is −7.594 eV when H2/
CO = 2.5 : 1. On the other hand, DmC decrease signicantly as
the ratio continue to rise; when H2/CO reaches 10 : 1, DmC would
be as small as−7.916 eV. The gray area in Fig. 3 represents these
typical experimental DmC range (−7.916 to −7.594), and their
corresponding g values are listed in Table 1.
), Fe(110), and Fe(210) from 1C to 5C. X axis stands for the chemical
gray area represents the typical DmC range at experimental conditions.

RSC Adv., 2023, 13, 34262–34272 | 34265



Table 1 Surface energies (Jm−2) of Fe(100), Fe(110), and Fe(210) at the
boundary of the typical experimental conditions (DmC = −7.594 and
−7.916 eV). The lower the surface energy, the more stable the surface
is

Surface Fe(100) Fe(110) Fe(210)

DmC (eV) −7.594 −7.916 −7.594 −7.916 −7.594 −7.916
Pure facet 2.46 2.46 2.44 2.44 2.51 2.51
1C 2.28 2.36 2.38 2.44 2.41 2.46
2C 2.08 2.24 2.33 2.44 2.30 2.40
3C 2.03 2.27 2.40 2.57 2.25 2.40
4C 2.15 2.47 2.34 2.56 2.26 2.45
5C 2.24 2.64 2.40 2.69 2.27 2.53
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Taking Fe(100) (Fig. 3a) as an example, one can see that the
surface energy of pure Fe(100) is a horizontal line, and Fe(100)-
5C has themost steep slope; it is reasonable sincemore C on the
surface means more inuence by DmC; the higher the chemical
potential of carbon is, the more stable the carbide with higher
carbon ratio. At experimental conditions, Fe(100)-2C is the most
stable one when DmC < −7.78 eV, while Fe(100)-3C become
dominate aer that. In Fig. 3b and c, Fe(110)-2C and Fe(210)-3C
are the most stable surface, respectively. Therefore, under
realistic conditions (H2/CO ratio from 1 : 10 to 2.5 : 1 at 600 K),
all three Fe surfaces are moderately carbonized (with two to
three C atoms).

In addition to single facets, catalysts are more likely in
a form of nanocrystals under realistic conditions. Wulff
construction is a standard method to determine the equilib-
rium shape of bulk crystals by minimizing surface energy on
given orientations. By Wulff construction, morphologies of iron
crystal with Fe(100), Fe(110), and Fe(210) facets under ve
different DmC are presented in Fig. 4 (detailed results are listed
Fig. 4 Line graph of the percentage of Fe(100), Fe(110), and Fe(210)
facets with respect to DmC. Inserts are morphologies of iron crystal
with Fe(100), Fe(110), and Fe(210) facets under different DmC by
Wulffman construction (from left to right, DmC=−Inf,−8.1,−7.8,−7.6,
−7.4 eV, respectively). The unit is eV and DmC = −Inf means the
chemical potential of carbon is infinitely low.

34266 | RSC Adv., 2023, 13, 34262–34272
in Section SI-4 in the ESI†). For pure Fe (DmC = −Inf), there are
about 16.9% of Fe(100), 44.5% of Fe(110), and 38.6% of Fe(210).
When DmC increase, Fe(100) expands monotonously and nally
dominates the surface with a coverage of 44.6%. The percentage
of Fe(110) rstly decreases to 11.4% at DmC = −7.6 eV and then
starts to increase again. The percentage of Fe(210), on the
contrary, increase to 56.5% until DmC reaches −7.8 eV and then
decrease to 39.8% in the end. Five crystal structures (from le to
right, DmC = −Inf, −8.1, −7.8, −7.6, −7.4 eV, respectively) are
illustrated in the bottom of the gure to give a visual impression
of this trend.

Reactivity and selectivity

In Chen et al.’s previous studies,46,58–60,92 key elementary reac-
tions of FTS were investigated, and some micro-kinetic equa-
tions, considering both energy barrier and surface coverage,
were derived to quantitively evaluate the activity of FTS (details
in Section SI-5 in the ESI†). To obtain the required parameters
for evaluating the FTS activity, we systematically calculated the
intermediates and transition states of CO dissociative adsorp-
tion, CHx hydrogenation, and CHx + CHx coupling process on all
surfaces of Fe(100), Fe(110), and Fe(210). Regarding the H2

dissociation, Fe is known to be a quite active metal towards H2

dissociation, according to previous research,93 the H2 dissocia-
tion barrier is as low as 0.16 eV at Fe100 surface; therefore, we
assume that H2 dissociation is very fast in our study.

For the selectivity of the FTS, by considering both energy
barriers and surface coverage, the following equation can be
derived (details in ESI Section SI-5†):

rCH4
/rC–C f e−DEeff/RT (4)

where rCH4
and rC–C represent the rates of CO methanation and

C1 + C1 coupling, respectively. DEeff is the difference between
the effective barrier of CH4 formation (Eeff,CH4

) and chain
propagation (Eeff,C–C). As we shown in ESI SI-5,† Eeff,CH4

is the
energy difference between the transition state of CH3–H and C +
4H in the initial state; while Eeff,C–C is the minimum value of Ei, j
+ Ei + Ej. Here, Ei stands for the relative stability of CHi with
respect to a C atom, in other words, it is the energy difference
between adsorbed CHi and C + iH. i and j can be varied from 0 to
3, representing all possible CHx + CHx coupling pathways on the
surface. Typically, we desire a larger DEeff value which indicates
a faster rC–C than rCH4

.
Owing to the extremely complicated reaction network of the

FTS (typically more than 40 elementary reactions even in
a simplied reaction model), calculating the turnover frequency
of the system becomes very hard and laborious. Fortunately, it is
well-known that the activity of CO hydrogenation versus the
binding strength of C and O atoms generally shows a volcano
curve,94,95 and the rate of the FTS could be further qualitatively
estimated from these descriptors.58,96 In this study, we use the
dissociative adsorption barrier of CO, EC–O, as the indictor of
the surface reactivity.19,58

For the reactivity and selectivity of the FTS, it should be
noted that when the ratio of C to Fe is low, the C atoms are
exclusively located on the surface (Fig. 2, S3, and S4†). Under
© 2023 The Author(s). Published by the Royal Society of Chemistry



Table 2 Ei, Ej, Ei,j, and Ei,j + Ei + Ej of nine possible C1 + C1 coupling
process of Fe(210)-1C. Eeff,C–C, Eeff,CH4

, and their energy difference
DEeff are also listed below that. All energies are thermo-corrected and
the unit is eV

Ei, j Ei Ej Ei, j + Ei + Ej

C–C 3.19 0.00 0.00 3.19
C–CH 2.47 0.00 0.49 2.96
C–CH2 1.32 0.00 1.47 2.78
C–CH3 1.19 0.00 1.56 2.75
CH–CH 2.37 0.49 0.49 3.35
CH–CH2 1.68 0.49 1.47 3.64
CH–CH3 1.71 0.49 1.56 3.76
CH2–CH2 0.87 1.47 1.47 3.80
CH2–CH3 1.43 1.47 1.56 4.46
Eeff,C–C — — — 2.75
Eeff,CH4

— — — 3.01
DEeff — — — 0.25
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steady state, surface carbon species will continuously exchange
with gas phase CO ow to reach an equilibrium. Therefore,
kinetically, there is no difference between clean Fe and carbides
with only surface C when the coverage is low. It is the sub-
surface C atoms that modify their electronic and geometrical
properties. This treatment is supported by the isotope labelling
experiments that the exchange of 13C carbon atoms in iron
carbide with the reactingmolecules was very slow.97,98 According
to the study of Ordomsky et al.36 for FTS on Fe13Cx surface,

13C
decrease with time for all hydrocarbons, and only one 13C
appears on long chain products. It means that the surface C of
the carbides, which were labelled by 13C, involved only in the
rst catalytic cycle, and all following C comes from gas phase
CO which then reaches an equilibrium with the surface.
Therefore, in this study, we deem the reactivity and selectivity of
clean surface and carbide with one and two carbons are the
same.

Finally, all EC–O and DEeff of Fe(100), Fe(110), Fe(210), and
their carbides are calculated. Taking Fe(210)-1C and 2C for
example, all structures and selective energies are show in Fig. 5
and Table 2.

As we stated in last paragraph, under steady state, the
surface carbons in Fe(210)-1C and 2C would reach an equilib-
rium with gas phase carbon species, and there is kinetically no
difference between them and pure Fe(210) surface. There is
a typical B-5 site in this step surface (Fig. 5a), in which most of
elementary reactions happen. Fig. 5b–e represent CO, C, and O
adsorption, C and O co-adsorption, respectively. In the C–O
transition state (Fig. 5f), C locates on the 3-fold hollow site on
the lower terrace, while the O atom is on the 2-fold edge-bridge
site, with a stretched C–O distance of 2.01 Å. The energy prole
of CO dissociative adsorption is shown by the red line in Fig. 6c;
we can see that the energy barrier is 0.99 eV with respect to
adsorbed CO and −0.13 eV with respect to CO in the gas phase.
Fig. 5 Top views and side views (inserted) of the structures of (a)
Fe(210) surface (B-5 site is highlighted); (b–f) CO, C, and O adsorption,
C and O co-adsorption, and the transition state of CO bond breaking,
respectively; (g–j) H, CH, CH2, and CH3 adsorption, respectively; (k–t)
transition states of CH3 + H and nine possible C1 + C1 coupling
pathways. Black, purple, and white balls stand for C, Fe, and H,
respectively.

© 2023 The Author(s). Published by the Royal Society of Chemistry
Aer CO dissociation, carbon species will be hydrogenated
gradually. The most stable sites for CH and CH2 are the corner
sites, while the edge-bridge site is favoured by CH3 (Fig. 5h–j).
Transition states of CH3 + H and nine possible C1 + C1 coupling
pathways, C + C, C + CH, C + CH2, C + CH3, CH + CH, CH + CH2,
CH + CH3, CH2 + CH2, and CH2 + CH3, are shown in Fig. 5k–t.
With energies of these transition states, Eeff,C–C, Eeff,CH4

, and
Fig. 6 Energy profiles of CO dissociative adsorption on (a) Fe(100), (b)
Fe(110), and (c) Fe(210) surfaces. CO(g), CO*, C–O, and C* + O*

represent CO in the gas phase, CO on the surface, the transition state,
and C and O co-adsorption on the surface.

RSC Adv., 2023, 13, 34262–34272 | 34267



Table 3 Energy barriers of CO dissociative adsorption (EC–O) and DEeff
of Fe(100), Fe(110), and Fe(210). All energies are thermo-corrected and
the unit is eV

Surface

Fe(100) Fe(110) Fe(210)

EC–O DEeff EC–O DEeff EC–O DEeff

Pure facet 0.03 0.39 0.92 1.53 −0.13 0.25
1C 0.03 0.39 0.92 1.53 −0.13 0.25
2C 0.03 0.39 0.92 1.53 −0.13 0.25
3C −0.05 0.57 0.54 1.26 −0.12 0.59
4C −0.11 0.53 0.33 0.83 −0.14 0.55
5C −0.22 0.76 0.08 1.01 0.03 0.03

RSC Advances Paper
their energy difference DEeff are listed in Table 2. As we
mentioned before, Eeff,C–C is obtained from the minimal value
of Ei, j + Ei + Ej of all nine C1 + C1 coupling process while Eeff,CH4

stands for the effective barrier of CH3 hydrogenation. For
Fe(210), the difference of Eeff,C–C and Eeff,CH4

, DEeff, is 0.25 eV,
indicating that C1 + C1 coupling is moderately more feasible
than CH3 hydrogenation.

Complete results of all carbide surfaces are listed in Table 3,
and their energy proles of the CO dissociative adsorption are
illustrated in Fig. 6 (all relevant structures and energies are
listed Section SI-6 in the ESI†). We can see that the EC–O of
Fe(110), a close packed surface, are very high; while the EC–O of
Fe(210) are the lowest among three, which is quite reasonable
since the step surfaces are generally regarded more active than
at surfaces. When the number of C increases, the EC–O of
Fe(100) and Fe(110) decrease considerably from 0.03 to
−0.22 eV and 0.92 to 0.08 eV, respectively. The EC–O of Fe(210),
on the other hand, remain at the same level of −0.13 eV except
Fe(210)-5C. It means that the formation of iron carbide could
signicantly lower the energy barrier of CO dissociation
adsorption of at surfaces like Fe(100) and Fe(110), making FTS
more reactive on these surfaces. For example, on pure Fe(110)
surface, the FTS is nearly impossible to happen with a EC–O of
0.92 eV, the incorporation of C atoms into the Fe bulk phase
lower the barrier to 0.54, 0.33, and nally 0.08 eV, which makes
it a probably active phase for FTS.

Fe(110) surfaces have the highest selectivity towards long
chain hydrocarbons because of their large DEeff values,
although the values decrease moderately as the formation of
carbide; however, that may not affect their overall activity much
due to the low reactivity of Fe(110) surfaces. For both Fe(100)
and Fe(210) surfaces (except Fe(210)-5C), on the other hand,
DEeff increase signicantly when the carbide are formed.

Discussion

Here we are in a stage to answer the following important
question: what is the origin of the high activity, as claimed in
many literature,50,53 of the iron carbide, and what is the actual
active phase during FTS? There are mainly three factors that
inuence the activity of surfaces: stability, reactivity, and
selectivity.99 In Table 1, it is quite evident that the stability of
Fe(100) and Fe(210) surfaces increase as C atoms are introduced
into the system; the stability of Fe(110), on the other hand, do
34268 | RSC Adv., 2023, 13, 34262–34272
not vary a lot (at DmC = −7.594 eV) and even decrease when
more C atoms are incorporated in (at DmC = −7.916 eV). This
trend becomes more evident in Fig. 4, the surface morphologies
by Wulffman construction. Starting from pure Fe particles, the
surface ratio of Fe(100) and Fe(210) increase while Fe(110)
shrinks signicantly; Fe(210) then becomes the dominant
phase in a large range of DmC from −8.1 to 7.4 eV; it peaks
around the working condition of FTS (DmC from −7.916 to
−7.594 eV). These features of surface stability show that
carbides are in favour of FTS activity; as shown in last sub-
section, Fe(110), a close-packed surface, is quite inert while
Fe(210) is active towards FTS as a step surface. Therefore, the
FTS activity of Fe will benet from the formation of carbides on
the surface, because it will stabilise the FTS-active step surface
rather than FTS-inert close packed surface.

In Table 3, with respect to the selectivity, both Fe(100) and
Fe(210) – except Fe(210)-5C – tend to produce more long-chain
hydrocarbons when the surface are carbonized, whereas for
Fe(110), on the other hand, the value of DEeff decrease, but they
still remain highest among three surfaces. In Fig. 6, with respect
to the reactivity, pure Fe(110) is almost inert with a high EC–O of
1.79 eV (the energy difference between C–O, 0.92 eV and CO*,
−0.87 eV), but the barrier drops dramatically as the C ratio
increase. Therefore, for Fe(110) facet, we can safely conclude
that it is the carbide that make it active towards FTS. Fe(100) has
a similar trend with Fe(110); however, EC–O do not vary a lot on
Fe(210), which already has a relatively low EC–O of ∼0.99 eV.
Overall, the carbonisation of Fe surfaces will signicantly lower
the EC–O of at facet (Fe(100) and Fe(110)) and increase the
selectivity of Fe(100) and Fe(210) towards long-chain
hydrocarbons.

We can see that all three factors – stability, selectivity, and
reactivity – contribute to a higher FTS activity of iron carbides.
One question naturally arises here: why does this happen?
Geometrically, it is obvious that the introduction of C alters the
surface structure. For at facet like Fe(100) and Fe(110) (Fig. 2
and S3†), the C atoms bend the plane and make it uneven,
which provides them possible B-5-like sites to facilitate FTS
process. We then analyse electronic effects of C in the system by
calculating the location of the d-band center with respect to the
Fermi energy, 3d. 3d was proposed by Nørskov and co-
workers100–102 and has been widely used to evaluate surface
reactivity. For CO adsorption on surface, a higher 3d usually
means a stronger adsorption and higher reactivity. We can see
from Fig. 7a that as the number of carbon atoms increase, the d-
band center (3d) of the carbide surfaces decrease monotonously.
The result indicates that the introduced C will make the surface
more inert, which is opposite to the reactivity trend we have
gotten before. Computational results show that geometrical
effects of the C play major roles in shaping the reactivity of Fe
surfaces, since the trend of d-band center (electronic effects)
does not account for the strengthened CO adsorption. It is quite
reasonable since Fe(210), an originally stepped surface, do not
benet from the doping of C, and EC–O of Fe(210)-5C even
increased, which is probably due to its electronic factors.

Finally, to combine all three factors together, we conduct
a rough kinetic estimation by deeming CO dissociative
© 2023 The Author(s). Published by the Royal Society of Chemistry



Fig. 7 Line graph of (a) d-band centers of different carbide surfaces with respect to the number of carbon atoms in the carbide; (b) the estimated
overall FTS activity of the carbide surfaces versus chemical potential of carbon DmC. It should be noted that since the density of state (DOS) of Fe,
as a magnetic material, is not symmetrical along with the x-axis, the spin-up d-band center (3d[) and the spin-down d-band center (3dY) are not
the same;106 3d used in (a) are the spin-averaged d-band center. All 3d[, 3dY, and 3d values and their calculation methods are in Section SI-7 of the
ESI.†
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adsorption as the rate-determining step. We admit that the RDS
in FTS can vary based on the catalyst used, the specic condi-
tions under which the reaction occurs, and the particular
mechanistic pathway considered. However, for many FTS cata-
lysts, the dissociation of CO is indeed a critical step and has
been proposed as the rate-determining step, especially for iron
based catalysts.103–105 For the rough estimation for general
discussion, the overall rate can be expressed as:

roverall ¼
X
facet

APCOe
�EC�O

RT � a� Sfacet (5)

where A107 is the pre-exponential factor and can be estimated
from kBT/h, the Boltzmann constant multiplies temperature
and divided by the Planck constant. PCO is the partial pressure
of CO in the gas phase; a is the chain growth probability factor
considered in Anderson–Schulz–Flory (ASF) kinetics model,108

the value of which can be obtained from DEeff:

a ¼ Rp

Rp þ Rt

z
1

1þ e�DEeff=RT
(6)

where Rp and Rt are the rates of propagation and termination,
respectively. Sfacet is the percentage of Fe(100), Fe(110), and
Fe(210) as listed in Fig. 4. We add up rates on all three facets
and get roverall at each chemical potential DmC, which is illus-
trated in Fig. 7b (detailed calculation in Section SI-7 in the ESI†).
We can see that roverall increase slightly as DmC increase, but it
nally plummets down when DmC exceeds −7.3 eV. As expected,
the roverall increase as the carbonization of Fe surfaces. However,
if we examine Fig. 7b carefully, we can notice that with
amaximum rate of 8.23 s−1 andminimum rate of 4.75 s−1; there
is actually no signicant difference of the rates before deacti-
vation since their values are in the same magnitude.109,110 As we
discussed in Fig. 3, at working conditions, Fe facets are
moderately carbonized with two to three C atoms on surfaces.
© 2023 The Author(s). Published by the Royal Society of Chemistry
As we shown in Fig. 6 and Table 3, at this carbonization level,
the carbide does not affect the reactivity and selectivity signi-
cantly, and the rise of roverall could mainly tribute to the
expanded surface area of Fe(210), the active step facet. In Fig. 7b
a plummet of roverall is due to the increase of EC–O of Fe(210)-5C.
Experimentally, it is also reasonable since carbons are tend to
congregate on Fe(210)-5C to form coke (Fig. S2†), which could
probably cause deactivation when DmC is high.

Therefore, from above qualitative analysis, we may conclude
that both Fe and iron carbide are active to FTS process.
Formation of the carbide during FTS would moderately increase
the reaction rate and make some originally inert facets active,
but it is not essential to the overall activity of the catalysts.
Rather, as we can see from the ab initio thermodynamics anal-
ysis, the formation of the carbide is a natural process under
realistic conditions. It is also experimentally reasonable since
the activation barriers of carbon diffusion into the metallic Fe
structure are similar to that of the hydrogenation and poly-
merization at the surface.111
Conclusion

In summary, this work is aimed at obtaining a computational
understanding of the formation of the iron carbide and their
roles in catalysing Fischer–Tropsch synthesis. Given the
complexities of the experimental conditions and the complexity
of FTS mechanism (>100 elementary reactions), we could not
claim that our simulation exactly matches experimental condi-
tions. However, we believe our computational results could
inspire experimentalists and deepen the broader understanding
of FTS over Fe/FeCx surfaces.

Swarm intelligence algorithm was implemented to search
most stable Fe(100), Fe(110), Fe(210) surfaces with different
carbon ratios. Then, ab initio atomistic thermodynamics and
RSC Adv., 2023, 13, 34262–34272 | 34269
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Wulffman construction were employed to evaluate the stability
of these surfaces at different chemical potentials of carbon DmC.
Their FTS reactivity and selectivity were later assessed by some
micro-kinetic equations derived in our previous studies. The
results and conclusions regarding carbide structures and
stability are summarized in the following:

(i) The introduced C atoms tend to stay on the surface of the
Fe facets; they will not penetrate into sub-surfaces to form bulk
carbide until a certain concentration of C is reached.

(ii) When C concentration is low (typical with one or two C
atoms), structures with low energy are quite sparse and the
most stable one prevails among all. In a 2 × 2 slab model used
in this study (four adsorption sites), one or two C atoms could
correspond to 0.25 and 0.50C coverage.112–114 When C coverage
increase, however, surface structures become more exible, and
many of them are with similar stability.

(iii) Under realistic conditions (H2/CO ratio from 1 : 10 to
2.5 : 1 at 600 K), all three Fe surfaces are moderately carbonized
(with two to three C atoms in the model of this study, corre-
sponding to ∼0.5C coverage).

(iv) According to Wulff construction of Fe crystal, Fe(100)
expands monotonously and nally dominates the surface with
a coverage of 44.6%. The percentage of Fe(110) rstly decreases
to 11.4% atDmC=−7.6 eV and then starts to increase again. The
percentage of Fe(210), on the contrary, increase to 56.5% until
DmC reaches −7.8 eV and then decrease to 39.8% in the end. In
most cases (DmC = −8.1 to 7.4 eV), Fe(210) dominates the
surface.

Regarding to FTS activity, the following conclusions are
obtained:

(i) The carbonisation of Fe surfaces will signicantly lower
the EC–O of at facets – Fe(100) and Fe(110). Theoretically, with
a reduced EC–O from 1.79 to 1.10 eV, Fe(110) surface trans-
formed from a FTS inert surface to an active one.

(ii) Using a selectivity equation derived from simplied
micro-kinetic derivation, we found that the selectivity of Fe(100)
and Fe(210) towards long-chain hydrocarbons are improved
when the carbon ratio increases, and Fe(110) always has
a highest selectivity among all three facets.

(iii) By a rough overall kinetic estimation, we suggest that
both Fe and iron carbide are active to FTS process. Formation of
the carbide during FTS would moderately increase the reaction
rate but is not essential to the overall activity of the catalysts; it
is rather a natural process under realistic conditions.
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